EXCELLING IN HIGH QUALITY,
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

FREIGHT BROKERAGE SERVICES

RK Logistics Group provides full-service, comprehensive
freight brokerage services designed to meet virtually
any customer need for local, regional, national and
international freight transportation. The end result is a
high-service, competitively priced offering with assured
quality through our 3PL+ service unique to the RK culture.
Key elements of our brokerage service offering include:

+

As an independent agency affiliated with Mode Transportation, access to over 30,000
carriers and more than 2,000,000 pieces of equipment across North America, delivering
a fully integrated transportation network able to fulfill customers unique shipping
requirements.

+

Family owned and operated with the ability to tailor transportation services precisely
for unique shipment needs, and provide seamless management solutions aligned with
customer objectives

+

Convenience and simplicity of a single provider with low overhead which translates
into a competitive pricing and responsive service.

+

Personal attention and a core philosophy focused on providing the customer with
consistency—in planning, communication, execution and measurable results.

+

Ability to integrate brokerage with other logistics services for comprehensive supply
chain solutions.

TRUCKLOAD

LESS -THAN-TRUCKLOAD

Full service planning, capacity management
and execution for full-truckload shipments.
Our solutions are tailored to fit the individual
needs of each customer—from freight
analysis to quoting to load matching and
execution. We ensure shippers receive the
best-cost and service capacity solution
aligned with transit needs , and our carriers
get the right freight for their operations.

We understand that not every business
functions the same. Our transportation
experts can tailor a shipping program to
handle any LTL shipping need—from package
to pallet. Our team of specialists will analyze
your freight flows, leverage our managed
spend to negotiate pricing, customize a
routing guide specific to your lanes, and
coordinate start-up to ensure a smooth
transition.

800 821-7770 x122

+

info@rklogisticsgroup.com

+

www.rklogisticsgroup.com

REDEFINING 3PL
INTERNATIONAL
Our Global expertise and network of
integrated ocean and air carriers supply
our customers with international shipping
solutions tailored to their specific needs and
challenges.

INTERMODAL
Access to TOFC and COFC capacity provides
our customers with greater flexibility and costeffective transport options. Our experience,
relationships and proven expertise provide
lower cost alternatives and exceptional service
for intermodal transportation.

HEAVY HAUL
RK Logistics provides safe, reliable and
efficient flatbed, step deck, industrial
machinery, steel trucking, specialized
moves and secured Government freight
trucking and transportation services to fit
all customers needs.
LOCATED IN SF BAY AREA,
HEART OF SILICON VALLEY
RK BROKERAGE SERVICES
Shari McCarthy, Director of Truckload Sales
(510) 598-6569
ShariM@rklogisticsgroup.com
CA Board of Pharmacy
3PL Certified

www.rklogisticsgroup.com

